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Original Abstract as Submitted
Data science has gone from industry buzzword to undergraduate and graduate degree in a short
period of time, bringing a host of new opportunities and challenges for universities. How can
existing library data services be expanded to support education and research in data science, an
intensely data-hungry and interdisciplinary subject? For the University of California San Diego,
home of the new Halicioğlu Data Science Institute, the solution was to rebrand its Data Services
Librarian position as Data Science Librarian. In this presentation, I’ll talk about my inaugural year in
the new Data Science Librarian position, which was also my first year working in a library. One part
data services, one part research support, and one part academic liaison, this position has been a
deluge of “data firsts” since day 1: collaborating with subject specialists on data requests, balancing
training and consultation needs across departments, growing and evolving with the new data
science major, and more. With input from students, colleagues, and upper administration, lessons
learned in this position have become templates for future interactions and collaborations as the
library prepares to meet the increasing data demands of current and future researchers, learners,
and educators.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND EVALUATION
Please respond to the following as appropriate:
-Describe what was achieved during the time period of the grant.
-What aspects were completed as proposed? If your study could not be completed as
proposed, explain how your plans were altered.
-Did the project accomplish what it intended? Did it make a difference?
-Include any relevant quantitative data, if applicable (e.g. How many individuals have benefited
from this project? In what way? This may include various output measures such as circulation,
reference transactions, program attendance, survey responses, etc. as appropriate.)
-Include any anecdotes, if applicable.
-What would you do differently next time, if anything?

I attended the 2019 conference for the International Association for Social Science Information
Services and Technology (IASSIST) on May 27-31 in Sydney, Australia. On May 29, as part of a
session titled "Data Professionals: Skills and Training", I gave a 20 minute presentation about my
work at UC San Diego as a Data Science Librarian. The room was completely full (40+ with
standing room only) and the audience included university-affiliated librarians, staff, and
administrators as well representatives from data-related government organizations around the
world. The presentation was an invaluable way to introduce myself (and by extension, the UC San
Diego Library) to the larger international data community and sparked a number of good
conversations with people doing similar work at other universities, including suggested contacts for
me to get in touch with and how other groups are tackling similar issues. Following the conclusion
of this conference, I was asked to be a Program Chair for the IASSIST 2020 conference, which I
accepted. I am very thankful to LAUC for the funds to help me participate in such a professionally
rewarding conference!

Is your project completed?
Yes
No
If No, what is needed to complete the project? More time, funds?

Not applicable

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Please explain how the funds received were spent. Attach your original budget and indicate
how well your estimates matched with actual expenditures. Receipts are not necessary.
Original budget:
Airfare: $1034; Lodging: $1200; Registration: $250; Ground Transportation: $150; Meals: $330
Total: $2964
Final budget:
Airfare: $1068; Lodging: $506; Registration (plus workshops): $498; Ground Transportation: $102;
Meals: $176; Visa: $14
Total: $2364
The cost for conference registration and workshops were greater than estimated (original budget
estimate based on previous years' costs), but lodging was substantially cheaper than expected due
to a conference discount. When applying for funds, I noted that requested funds would help cover
SHARING YOUR PRODUCT/RESULTS
registration and lodging costs; funds were ultimately applied to cover almost the entirety of lodging
What are your plans for disseminating the results of your work? If it will be a web page or
cost.
product,
or published article or book, when will it be available to the public? Include citations/

URLs if known.
My presentation has been uploaded to the IASSIST conference website. The conference
organizers plan to harvest uploaded submissions and make them publicly accessible through a
permanent website. The website is not yet available, as the conference only recently ended, but
should be finalized during the summer.

